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We’re back, and this time we’re bigger 

and better than ever! This fifth edition 

of  The Moogle Post is bursting  at the 

seams with over 25 pages of  original, 

fan-created FFXIV content.

In addition to all of  your returning 

favorites, The Moogle Post is proud to 

bring you a variety of  exciting new 

segments. Advice and insight from 

gaming mom Karelia Emeraldeyes, 

in-depth lore articles by lore expert 

Bureizu “Bubu” Thalassan, and new 

fictional “Tales of  a Postmoogle” by 

author Zac Adustio, and more!

The Moogle Post team is already hard at 

work on Issue #6, but if  you have any 

ideas or suggestions for content that 

you’d like to see included, please email 

them to us at themooglepost@gmail.

com.

Enjoy!

- Oldbear Stormborn

NEW CONTENT!
THE MOOGLE POST IS PROUD TO
PRESENT EXCITING, NEW, AND 
EXCLUSIVE CONTENT.

Dive deep into the lore 
behind the Great Gubal 
Library dungeon with lore 
expert Bureizu Thalassan

TALES OF A POSTMOOGLE: 
New serial fiction by author 

Zac Adustio

WHM 101
BY: RYKER WHITE
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NEW <RISE>
RANK NAMES

High Warlord (Leader)

Warlord (Co-Leader)

Commander (Officer)

Captain (Sr. Member)

Knight (Member)

Private (Jr. Member)

Grunt (Alts)

NEW WEBSITE!

FC RANK NAME
CONTEST WINNER
Lumina Spectrus is the winner 
of  the rank naming contest with 
his nostalgic nod to old WoW PvP 
ranks. <RISE> leaders took the 
liberty of  mixing both Alliance and 
Horde ranks to get the winning 
combination (see left).

Thanks to all those that partici-
pated! We received a lot of  great 
suggestions, and it was definitely a 
tough decision. 

Congratulations, Lumina!

Thanks to an extremely generous donation by <RISE> 

warlord Lumina Spectrus, The Moogle Post now has a 

new home on the Internet, as well as a  year of  premium 

hosting services. Be sure to update your bookmarks!

THEMOOGLEPOST.ORG

<RISE> FC NEWS
NEW PROMOTIONS! GOT ANY GREAT EVENT IDEAS?
In recognition of  their dedication and continued 
contributions to the FC community, Luna Snowfox 
has been promoted to Captain, and Axel Pantheon 
has been promoted to Commander. Keep up the great 
work, guys!

We’re hard at work planning the next great <RISE> FC 
event, but if  anyone has any fun event ideas, please let 
any officer or leader know! 
FC events are a great way to bring our community 
together, and we’re always on the lookout for fun, new 
ideas.

WANT TO RANK UP?
Interested in getting involved with 
FC leadership and a promotion to 
the Captain or Commander rank? 

Lumina has put together a helpful 
document explaining the roles and 
responsibilities, as well as what 
you should do if  you’d like to be 
considered.

CLICK HERE TO READ IT

JOIN THE
MOOGLE POST 
MAILING LIST!

http://www.themooglepost.org/
http://www.themooglepost.org/
https://goo.gl/M794Jt
http://www.themooglepost.org/
http://www.themooglepost.org/
http://www.themooglepost.org/
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W A R N I N G !

NEW <RISE> MEMBERS
Elastic Bands
Lucy Heartfilia
Kisaragi Takahashi
Katrina Neko
Katsuma Neko
Maya Eltwae
Damaina O’kat
Firefaire O’kat
Rhotbhir Askbornsyn
Ririfu Rifu
Kittycat Meowface
Kithulu Fhtagn
Nyxie Kalinaw

Redsyn Cherry
F’derk Dufrae
Ziharku Mercru
Sum’ting Wong
Moon Mooon
Takashi Okami
Adelina Villeforte
Barristan Darksteel
Kitty Clawpaws
Jayce Jeta
Syazz Eri
Artemis Yumani
Sasuune Yumani

Tristyn Silver
Edelia Bhen
Illias Tallin
Umerik Madhorn
Tai Lhalorn
Yeroc Bender
Tsukiko Mizuki
Samson Yang
Kikagaro Nanimura
Lynndnai To’el
Kazuki Kurosawa
Bultger Qalli

<RISE> ONLINE
ascendant.guildwork.com

themooglepost.org

themooglepost@gmail.com

be disappointed. We hope you’ll join 

us on Snapchat and the other social 

media outlets listed above for more 

<RISE> tomfoolery available outside of  

the game, but we wanted to warn you 

first so you know what you’re getting 

yourself  into.

We have an ongoing list of  FC 

members’ Snapchat names available 

for the plucking on our <RISE> FC 

Facebook Group. (Note: you must be in 

the FC to view the Facebook Group.) 

To the right you’ll find a link to one of  

Ralph’s infamous snaps. 

WARNING: DO NOT WATCH 
IN FRONT OF CHILDREN!

PUBLIC SERVICE 
ANNOUNCEMENT: 
The Dangers of Adding 
Ralph Mac on Snapchat
If  you decide to join in on our 

shenanigans via Snapchat, we here at 

<RISE> feel it’s our duty to warn you 

of  certain… rascals. One, in particular. 

Our FC leader, Ralph Mac, is well 

known as being a fun-loving Warrior, 

always at the ready to help you out 

or wear his party pants, whichever 

the occasion requires. If  you decide 

to want to take that leap of  faith and 

add him on Snapchat (username: bilbo 

douchebaggings) you will certainly not 

HIDE YOUR DAUGHTERS,
HIDE YOUR SONS! 

RALPHY-POO IS ON THE RUN!

https://youtu.be/5jVMwuryBY0

This has been a <RISE> public service 
announcement. Happy Snapping!

CLICK TO CONNECT

http://ascendant.guildwork.com
http://themooglepost.org
mailto:themooglepost%40gmail.com?subject=
https://youtu.be/5jVMwuryBY0 
https://youtu.be/5jVMwuryBY0
http://ascendant.guildwork.com/forum/threads/5768ac1a002aa84369faa8f3-names
http://www.teamspeak3.com/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC_m_bMc0rgYOFxJTv2XQYig
https://www.facebook.com/groups/oRISE/
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RAID AGAINST THE MACHINE

ROSTER CHANGES

A7S DOWN!

NEW RAID GROUP

Team Ennui, along with special guests Marina Amri-
ta and Regatz Arrow of <RQ>, cleared The Arm of 
the Son (Savage) on Sunday, May 29th! 

When asked for a clear video, Elastic Bands replied 
“I didn’t think we’d clear with 2 PUGs, so I wasn’t 
streaming.” His confidence is an inspiration to us all!

Redsyn Cherry (SMN), Elastic Bands (WHM), 
Lucy Heartfilia (SCH), Nyxie Kalinaw (NIN), 
Aria Seryn (BRD)*, Leonardo Tayuun (MNK)*

Trabian Bastaal is the leader of the newest <RISE> 
raid group - so new they don’t even have a name 
yet! Trabian has assembled a core group of veterans 
and added in a few new raiders that’ll be getting 
their first taste of progression raiding.

Trabian Bastal (WAR), Solare Polaris (SCH), 
Chronic Clouds (MNK), Kaleetia Carmibus (DRG),
Mizuna Eclipse (WHM), Takashi Okami (DRK), Moser 
Roth (BRD)*, and Zayuna Heimdell (BLM)*

Axel Pantheon (NIN) and Melui Loth (BRD) have 
joined <RISE> raid group Bloodbath & Beyond, 
and have been helping the group progress in A6S.

Ulriya Kaellindra of <Rose> has joined <RISE> 
raid group Raid Won for A8S progression, repla-
cing long-time SCH Mitsuki Gray, who decided to 
take a break from raiding.

* Not in <RISE> (yet)



P R O F I L E

Rowen           MONKSHOOD

Although not actually a member of 
<RISE>, Rowen has contributed enough 
amazing artwork to The Moogle Post to 
deserve to be profiled.

A recent graduate of James Madison 
University, where she studied studio art 
and art history, Rowen Monkshood is 
the lead artist behind The Moogle Post. 
She currently teaches art to high school 
students, with aspirations to work in 
comic book design.

When asked for comment, here’s what 
the leader of her raid group had to say 
about her:

Part of it is she has a southern accent 
but also a potty mouth, so she sounds 
innocent when she calls you a bitch. I got 
a good laugh out of the time Vorn said 
“Nobody out DPSes me,” and she replied 
“Vorn is the one true DPS.” That’s what we 
named the raid team after.

She’s super nice but also aggressive 
and it’s hilarious. She’s a teacher but 
I’m SURE she would punch a kid in the 
throat if they pushed her. Kinda like her 
character: tiny Au Ra woman with a cute 
outfit but dangerous as hell with an axe.

- Keeng Taswell

RACE: Au Ra
MAIN JOB: Warrior
RAID GROUP: One True Raid Tema*
BEST KNOWN FOR: Bad jokes and sass
IN-GAME PET PEEVE: Tank Fighting in 24 man raids
SPIRIT ANIMAL: Timber Wolf

* intentionally misspelled



ON
O V E R H E A R D
T E A M S P E A K

 

“I’d  
motorboat  
Merlwyb”  

Regnis Belouve “Pants 
so tight, 

you can tell what 
religion I am”  

Jett Sett  
describing his  
crafting gear

“It’s 
just the 

right size to  
deflect a wiener blow”  

Oldbear  
on his headband  

of fending

 

“Boom is bad!” 
Melui  

explaining  
mechanics to noobs

 
“Do you 

know how hard it 
is to draw eyes on your 

nipple?” 
Ralph Mac  

showing off his  
nipple art

“I 
have 

a lot of 
experience making 

things fit where they’re 
not supposed to.”   

Qih  
discussing font sizes in the 

moogle post.

“I 
heard 

those Hybrid 
Gators get really 
good gas mileage.”  

Kermit 
in Snowcloak

“I 
am 

George 
Washington, Lord of 

the Sky!” 

Karelia’s son
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Dr. Anelle Stormborn 

Holds a Ph.D. in snarky and 
a Masters in sassy. Dr. Anelle 
claims she is a Disney princess 
and is just working as an advice 
columnist for The Moogle Post 
until some talking, cartoon 
animals start cleaning her 
house to prove it.

Do you have issues weighing on you that you could really 
use some guidance on? Feeling like the walls are closing 
in and you have nobody to turn to? Lucky for you, we’re 
here to help—with shitty advice from an 18-year-old! 
What could possibly go wrong?

SHITTY
ADVICE
FROM AN 18-YEAR-OLD

19

WARNING

The opinions or views expressed in this column are not intended 
to help. This column, its author, and the free company are not 
responsible for the catastrophic outcomes that will result from 
following any of our advice. Seriously, it’s bad advice.

HOW TO GET 
YO U R  OW N

SHITTY 
ADVICE
FROM  ANELLE

Craving your own shitty 
advice from an Anelle? 
E-mail your questions to 
themooglepost@gmail.com

Dear 18-year-old, how do I 
ask people to stop stan-
ding at my desk, staring 
at me when I’m working?

 - Tippy

Unfortunately, I cannot aid 
you in this question. The 
18-year-old originally in 
this position has moved 
on. Since you directed 
your message to an 
18-year-old, and there are 
none that work here, you 
will need to ask elsewhere.

Dear 19-year-old, my 
baby won’t stop screa-
ming at me! Help!

- Ivee Healz

Scream back, but louder.

Dear 19-year-old, I want 
to send this girl a dick pic, 
but I don’t know if she’s 
into guys. What should I 
do?

- Moon Mooon

If you don’t know if she 
likes girls or not, clearly 
you guys aren’t on good 
enough terms for her to 
be seeing your peen.

Dear 19-year-old, what 
should I do if my pimp 
sells me to the creepy 
neighbor upstairs?

- Luna Snowfox

Get a new pimp. I sug-
gest asking Ralph Mac 
if he has room for a new 
bottom bitch.

Dear 19-year-old, my 
mom says I spend too 
much time avoiding my 
responsibilities. What 
should I do?

- Mathias 

Get a new mom.

Dear 19-year-old, should I 
get my Lala a diaper?

 - Diana Nycto

Maybe a pull-up. Gotta 
start training them to use 
the toilet at some point.

Dear 19-year-old, what 
do you think this weird 
growth on my arm is?

 - Keremin Cerae

I don’t know. Draw a face 
on it and pretend it’s a 
friend, since you need one.

Dear 19-year-old, how do 
you get to the 7th floor of 
Aquapolis?

 - Landrief Rahl

*Flips hair* Get good, 
scrub.

Dear 19-year-old, my 
girlfriend plays a different 
game, so what can I do 
to get her to convert to 
FFXIV?

- Lumina Spectrus

Tell her it’s a new version 
of The Sims.

Dear 19-year-old, how 
do I get my boyfriend to 
stop playing slutty female 
characters?

- Lumina’s Girlfriend

Give him something better 
to look at!
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Zantetsuken was born on October 12 th 

of  2013. We are a splintered group of  

players from the FC Ragnarok <Ragna>.

We chose our tag <1HTKO> because 

of  Odin’s move “Zantetsuken”, which 

results in a “one hit knock out” for any 

players that get hit by it.

The original founder of  1HTKO was 

Twerkin Likeaboss. She no longer 

plays the game and handed the role of  

FC Leader to Hashi Satesnai about 6 

months after its creation. Twerkin was 

in the military and no longer had time 

to do what she wanted with the FC.

We strive to be an open FC and we 

do not tolerate any racism or bigotry 

toward our fellow players; however, 

we also strive to be very fun! It is a 

fine line between the two areas that we 

have to maintain. Our TeamSpeak (TS) 

is extremely active in the afternoons/

evenings/late-night.

Our players’ age ranges from the late 

teens to late thirties. We have three 

active raid groups that are constantly 

changing their names, so it is hard to 

ZANTETSUKEN <1HTKO>
AN INSIDE LOOK AT ONE 
OF THE ADAMANTOISE 
SERVER’S BIGGEST AND 
BEST FC’S

F C  P R O F I L E

identify them. We try to emphasize 

helping FC members to complete their 

content. In doing this, we exemplify the 

fundamental characteristic upon which 

the FC was founded: helping those that 

need it. We don’t want to “carry” people 

through the content, mind you, but we 

want them to understand the content 

they are clearing.

We are a fun—and very lewd, at 

times—FC. We have a channel named 

“XXX 1HTKO After Dark” in TS for 

a reason! We have had people come 

and go for various reasons, but we try 

our best to help those that are active 

either in the FC chat or in TS because 

we want to know you individually, not 

just as a number in the FC list. We like 

to have Moist Mondays and Dick / Taco 

Tuesdays! Dick is dick (long ass story 

about that one)!!!

1HTKO has a Free Company alliance 

with two other FCs on Adamantoise: 

Tifa’s Seventh Heaven <777>, and The 

Breakfast Club <TBC>. This alliance has 

several goals: assist those that haven’t 

cleared old/new content, craft things 

for one another, relic item assistance, 

and to do events! We want to get more 

people, alliance or not, active in doing 

things together. We have had glamour 

shows, trivia, and plan on many more 

coming soon!

Please say “hi” when you see our tags 

- 1HTKO, 777, and TBC. We love to talk 

and chit-chat and want to make sure 

that players from all FCs feel welcomed 

on Adamantoise.

BY: HASHI SATESNAI <1HTKO>
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elcome back, my happily oblivious  
millenials, to another edition of TAOG. 
Today, we are going to discuss how 
to be ready to find a raid group. Now, I 

know that graduation comes up this time of year, 
so in honor of that, I will discuss how finding a 
raid group is like life after graduation.  
Unfortunately, you’ve been deceived all your life. 
Here are some hard truths: 

You are NOT a precious, little snowflake. You 
are not unique. They lied to you  
throughout high school about you being  
special just because your dumb ass breathes 
oxygen. Literally thousands of students  
graduate high school every year. It is the passing 
of the lowest hurdle possible. Similarly, hitting 
level 60 is the passing of the lowest hurdle and 
the smallest achievement.  
You may think you can jump 
straight into raiding, but just like 
that $100k-a-year job, you will be 
laughed out of the office if you  
apply straight away.

There are no shortcuts in life    only 
hard work and preparation matter. 
Just like a potential employer, a raid 
group will not take you seriously 
unless you have properly prepared. 
No matter how high school went 
for you, I promise you are annoying, 
don’t know what you are doing, and 
generally irritate pretty much  
everyonearound you.  
 
 
 
 

Your first, fresh level 60 is like a newborn  
kitten: adorable and basically useless. In life, you 
have to both study for your job and seek  
experience and education to advance. In raiding, 
you have to study as well. Read about optimal 
rotations and gear guides. Plan and prepare.  
Acquire your cross-class skills. Study fights on 
YouTube and analyze written guides for the  
encounters. When a raid group gives you an  
audition, it will become very obvious if you are not 
ready.

Incompetence will get you fired. There are no 
make-up tests or extra credit in life or raiding. 
Bosses care about your work being completed 
correctly and on-time. Raiders care most about 
loot. If your play does not result in loot being 
acquired, then you will be cut. There are no “safe 
places” in adult life or Eorzea. Stop crying    there 
are no excuses. If your first group doesn’t work 
out, study harder, play better, and try again.  

Don’t whine to your parents.  
Unless they run the raid group, they 
cannot help you. Let’s be real  
honest. They wouldn’t want you 
in the group anyway because you 
would make them look bad.

W 

“They lied to you throughout high 
school about you being special. . .”

Today’s thought:  
How to be ready to find a raid group

Advice from someone who used 
to walk uphill both ways in the 

snow to fight a dragon.

Written by Mincius Avant
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A WHM Guide to DPS

Have you found yourself only casting Cure in 
a dungeon?  Are you obsessed with keeping 
everyone’s HP bars full?  Do you label  
yourself the “main healer” and call it a day?  
It’s time to realize that all healing jobs 

start as a damage dealer.

Asylum: 

How to judge if you are 
a good healer:

1. Do you clear the fight? 
Nothing else matters until you win.

2. Are people dying? 
DPS standing in fire does not count.

3. What’s your DPS?
Try to beat the PLD.

4. Is your glamour on point?
The true endgame.

Points 1 & 2 should 
be obvious, and only the 

best achieve Point 4.  
Therefore, the best way to show 

how good of a “healer” you are is to 
do as much damage as possible.  
Judging heals per second (HPS) or  
overhealing is largely included in the 
other points.  
Why bother to DPS?  Dungeons end 
faster.  Some mechanics can be skipped 
by pushing the boss below a certain HP 
percentage.  Square Enix says they  
design fights without healer DPS in 
mind. Your damage can make up for 
lower item levels and underperformance 
of the actual DPS jobs.
Unfortunately, the damage you can do is 
limited by how much healing is  
needed. This depends on the skill and 
gear of the tanks, the structure of the 
fight, your co-healer, and the BLM  
refusing to move into Medica range.  
Some fights (e.g., Sephirot) require more 
healing due to unavoidable damage.

Dungeons
Do your Antitower runs take 25  
minutes? Stop blaming the DPS and  
activate Cleric Stance instead. Square 
Enix implied that healers should be  
doing more damage by lowering the  
accuracy necessary in dungeons. 
Square Enix also limited the number 
of large pulls, so less healing needed 
means more time to DPS. A good healer 
can rival the damage output of most 
actual DPS during trash pulls because 
you can dump MP and refresh between 
pulls.  
Every healer job has ways to help juggle 
between healing the tank and dealing 
damage. Need to shield? Use Stoneskin 
or Adloquium. Somebody needs heals 
over time (HoTs)? Use Regen, Asylum, 
Collective Unconsciousness (1 tick), or 
fairy healing. If there is an emergency, 
use instant heals such as  
Tetragrammaton, Benediction (while 
in Cleric Stance), Lustrate, or Dignity. 
Offense really is the best defense with 
Holy because the tank will not be hit by 
stunned mobs. Eye for an Eye is  
random, but its duration is 30 seconds 
and it is free to use.
Assize is one of the best AoE  
damage skills in the game. A solid  
strategy is to precast Aero 3, then  
SwiftCast + Holy, Assize, more Holy 
(DRKs love this) followed by  
Regen/Cures on the tank if  
necessary. Don’t use Regen near the 
end of a pull. When the last mob is  
nearly dead, Stoneskin the tank for the 
next pull.

Antitower
Boss 1: Use Esuna when the tank gets 
hammered.
Boss 2: On the second set of meteors, 
using Assize on these mobs (4 meteors 
+ 2 adds + boss) will yield 2100 potency.
Final Boss: Holy + Assize frees the DPS 
from the doll transformation instantly.

Written by Ryker White



Gearing
For most healer gear, item level trumps  
sub-stats. WHMs love piety because Assize and 
natural MP ticks scale based on max MP. SCHs 
love crit because of Adloquium. SCHs also do 
not rely much on max MP since Energy Drain is 
a flat return and their fairy is free.  ASTs are just 
glad to be there. Determination and spell speed 
are mostly equal and come down to personal  
preference.

Since you have a co-healer who also wants 
raid loot, be sure to coordinate who gets what 
between bosses and tokens. The gear is usually 
chosen based on its crit or piety points. In this 
latest raid tier, the healer neck and feet pieces 
did not have item level 240 options with crit. 

When using tokens to buy gear, keep in mind 
which items drop from the later bosses. The 
general purchasing guideline is this: weapon > 
body/legs > Best-in-Slot (BiS) > filler pieces. The 
jewelry is tempting to buy early, but you will end 
up seeing more kills of the first boss than the 
later ones. When there is a tie for BiS,  
remember that tome gear requires an upgrade 
item to match the item level of raid gear.

Accuracy gives the best return when  
melding. Vitality on jewelry for HP checks is the 
only thing that rivals accuracy. Piety counts as a 
main stat and must go in the safe slots if used.  
Accuracy is only used for DPS spells since  
healing spells are not affected by it.

Raids
Know the fight. Overhealing wastes DPS time and MP. Underhealing gets 
people killed. Plan when you have time to be in Cleric Stance (i.e., between 
AoEs and tank busters).
Damage over Time (DoTs) will be your main source of damage.  
Apply your DoTs, Cure/Regen the tank, and then return to dealing damage.

In Regen we trust. Over their full duration, Regen is 1050 potency while 
Asylum is 800 and Medica 2 is 200 + 500. If the boss is done with AoE  
attacks for a while, let them tick. For reference, Cure is 400 potency and 
Cure 3 is 550.
Coordinate with the other healer. Eventually, one of you has to man up and 
do some healing. WHMs usually draw the short end of the straw since 
SCHs already have a fairy doing free healing. Most fights can be healed 
with a WHM + Fairy. Plan when SCHs need to cast extra shields or Indom-
itability.

Regen is your most MP-efficient heal.  After the pull, it should  
always be on the tank.
Only use macros on instant abilities (if at all).  They do not queue 
like raw skills.  
If you have a mouse with side buttons, bind your panic heals  
(i.e., Benediction, Tetragrammaton) to them.
Divine Seal does not affect Tetragrammaton, Asylum, or Assize 
since they are abilities and not spells. 

Healing Tips

DPS Tips

Healer Showdown!
WHM
AoE Heals

Heals over time

Shroud dumps enmity

Burst AoE DPS

AoE stun spam

Knockback

No AoE Shield

Stoneskin is weak

No buffs for raid DPS

>=60 second CDs on  
instant cures

SCH
Shields

Mitigation (Sacred Soil + Fairy)

Supervirus

Sustained AoE heavy

Instant AoE heavy

Sustained AoE heals

Only fairy has HoTs

Burst AoE DPS is weak

AST
Instant heal spam

Can Shield or Regen

Synastry-linked heals

Buffs DPS (via cards)

Instant AoE stun

No instant AoE heal

Bole for days (RNG)

DPS is mediocre

No Virus or Eye for an Eye

Cons

Pros

DPS

Status

Cleric Stance has a 5-second cooldown.  This is enough time for 
you to cast Aero 3, Aero 2, and Aero.
Aero/Regen are instant. You can cast Fluid Aura, Tetragrammaton, 
or change stance while waiting on the Global Cooldown (GCD).
Stone 3 is better than Aero 1 unless you can weave in an ability like 
Fluid Aura, Assize, or Cleric Stance.
Cleric Stance affects abilities because of Mind/Cure potency.  
Benediction will always fully heal a target.







Eorzea is the most 
basic of the fonts. 
Although Myranda did 
not create the original 
font, it is an unofficial 
tracing of the actual 
font used by Square 
Enix to creat the 
game's content. The 
best we can find is 
claims it was done by 
a pair going by the 
names of Tristis and 
AaronDMorgan, but 
that's unverified. 
Although largely the 
work of others, 
Myranda has made 
significant improve
ments and additions 
to the base font, such 
as adding numerals 
and special symbols 
along with correcting 
the sizing of certain 
characters. 

�Dft1�,S-\5" 
Eorzean Script is my 
first ever attempt at 
making any kind of 
font, let alone one for 
FFXIV My main 
purpose was to 
acheive an informal 
'handwritten' style to 
Eorzean text 
compared to the rigid, 
blocky original. I also 
wanted a font that 
included the numerals 
that Eorzea was 
missing. Going 
further, I wanted to 
extend the glyph set 
to incorporate 
international support 
not seen in the regular 
font. Overall, I'm not 
terribly keen about the 
font even though I 
created it as I can 
see/feel its 
amateur-ness, but 
hey it was my first 
font ever so I guess it 
deserves a little 
leeway and to stay 
around. 

�O,Zi?-�6fT 
The result is this font, 
where I went for even 
more casual styling of 
rounder, simpler 
strokes with a bit of 
graininess to them 
and fewer-to-no serifs 
so that it looks like it 
was written with a 
pencil. Use with a grey 
color instead of full 
black for maximum 
effect! 

�'-'ffi!,9JIS 
Eorzean Fraktur is a 
second move towards 
the "fancier" side of 
styling. It is heavily 
based on the typeface 
seen in the Good King 
Moggie Mog and 
world map images in 
the section below, i.e. I 
more or less traced 
what letters were 
available and then 
improvised those that 
were missing. As 
such, much of the 
credit for this font 
deserves to go to the 
creative staff at 
Square Enix, and for 
the most part I only 
wrapped it up in a nice 
package for people to 
use. In contrast to 
some of my other 
original fonts, the 
clean lines of Fraktur 
help to make it quite 
legible even at small 
sizes. 

• DOWNLOAD THESE FONTS AND MORE •

�� 
Eorzean Cursive is 
Myranda's second 
font and this time 
!went for a sweeping,
elegant style. After
some discussion on
the FFXIV Lodestone
forums about whether
it was possible to
make a decent looking
joined-up style of
Eorzean writing, he
took it upon myself to
meet the challenge
with this font as the
end result. The high
degree of stylization
comes at a tradeoff of
legibility at smaller
sizes. Because the
glyphs are joined up,
kerning should be less
of an issue for this
font, though you may
still occasionally need
it where some upper
case characters are
involved.
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efore the great exodus of the Sharlayans from Dravania to their  
island motherland, there stood a seat of great knowledge. It is here 
they gathered tomes of all manner to record the history of the 

world. Though it now stands forgotten by its creators, something seems to 
still be gathering books from across the realm. . .

B

Alright, know-it-all tone off. Most of the tomes from the 
Great Gubal Library are oddly out of place in time, but 
they still offer a good look into the realm of Eorzea. One 
such look is this lovely, totally not creepy journal entry 
from a nameless admirer of Lady Amandine of Haukke 
Manor.

“Beauty is ephemeral, but it needn’t be. My lady  
Amandine knows this well, lovely creature that she is. 
Would that I could have the genuine article in my  
keeping...but alas, I shall have to settle for a pale  
imitation. The vessel is not quite up to my usual  
standards, but beggars can’t be choosers, as they say. I 
washed and anointed it per the instructions, then  
secured it to the bed with chains-wouldn’t want her 
to get ideas above her station, oh no! Gods, just the 
thought of it is enough to get my blood pumping! I can 
hardly wait to welcome my beloved succubus into this 
world! The tentacles...so many tentacles! And the sound 
of it writhing on the bed! Gods, just listening to it is  
agony! I’ve made a terrible mistake.“  
    - Leather-bound diary

This lovely man appears to have a thing for succubi, and 
wants to summon himself up a lady of the night in the 
image of Amandine. Voidsent aren’t so easy to summon 
as is a carbuncle, as he finds himself facing down a  
hentai-gone-wrong instead of the sexy bod he  
wanted. While there isn’t a ton of juicy, meaty lore in 
here, it does show that something is gathering books 
and notes around the realm. The library was abandoned 
about 10 years before the calamity, yet this seems to be 
written about Amandine as she was after the calamity.

Our next text doesn’t have a definite publishing date, 
though it contains probably the most interesting  
metaphysical information we get from the Library.

“Chapter I - The Six Nativities & Myriad Creation. The 
spark of Lightning ignites when it strikes, and thus Fire 
is born. The heat of Fire renders to ash all that it touches, 
and thus Earth is born. The density of Earth shuns sun 
and harbors cold, and thus Ice is born. The armor of Ice 
melts away, and thus Water is born. The moistness of 
Water mists and rises, and thus Wind is born. The gusts 
and sighs of Wind gather the clouds, and thus Lightning 
is born.

Chapter II - The Three Conquests, Boundless and  
Unwavering. Earth grounds Lightning. Water erodes 
Earth. Lightning boils Water.

Chapter III - The Three Submissions, Timeless and 
Unending. Fire is extinguished by Wind. Ice is melted by 
Fire. Wind is obstructed by Ice.”  
    - Essences & Permutations
 
Most would look at this and just see the obvious  
elemental wheel that has existed in games since before 
your parents were born. But if you look closely, you see a 
very Greek-style philosophical text on the origin of the  
elemental aether of the world and how it all interacts 
with one another. Several times the developers have 
stated that Eorzea is somewhat based on the Greek 
myths, but oftentimes it comes across as your  
standard western European medieval fantasy setting. 
This is small, but it points the lore in the right direction 
for the tone they want to convey.

The conquering nation of Garlemald is very often  
connected to the real-life empire of Rome, which just so 
happened to conquer ancient Greece. Lore and real-life 
connections intensify when the next text clarifies that 
most Garleans have a Roman-inspired titles.

Written by: Bureizu “Bubu” Thalassan



“The rise of the Garlean Empire in the Year 1522 of the 
Sixth Astral Era led to significant changes in the  
structure of Garlean society. This is most evident in the 
adoption of titles which serve to indicate an individual’s 
place within the social hierarchy. The following  
information was compiled with the aid of informants 
within the empire and has yet to be verified:

Royalty: Zos - The emperor;  
Yae - Member of the royal family in the line of  
succession;  
Wir - Member of the royal family with no claim to the 
throne.

Military: Van - Legatus;  
Tol - Tribunus laticlavius or Tribunus militum;  
Sas - Tribunus angusticlavius or Praefectus castrorum; 
Rem - Primus pilus or Pilus prior;  
Quo - Primi ordines or Centurion;  
Pyr - Optio, Tesserarius, or Decurion;  
Oen - Duplicarius or Legionarius.

Specialists: Nan - Chief engineer or engineer;  
Mal - Primus medicus or senior magitek technician;  
Lux - Chief medicus or magitek technician;  
Kir - Senior medicus or senior technician;  
Jen - Medicus or technician.

Public Officials: Lyl - Dictator or Princeps senatus;  
Het - Consul, Praetor, Tribunus plebis, Aedilis, or 
Quaestor;  
Goe - Censor;  
Fae - Unknown;  
Eir - Unknown;  
Dus - Lictor.

This hierarchy extends to the general populace as well, 
though it is far less complex. The majority of citizens 
bear the “Ban” title, and there is a smaller group which 
appears to be comprised of respected artisans who 
have adopted the “Cen” title. The “Aan” title is bestowed 
upon the peoples of annexed territories and indicates 
that they lack even the most basic rights afforded to a 
citizen. However, many Garleans view this as an  
opportunity rather than a condemnation, as citizenship 
may be granted to those who have demonstrated  
exceptional skills, as well as those who have contributed 
twenty or more years of military service.”  
   - On Garlean Hierarchy, Vol 1 & 2

Weak lead-in aside, the connections to the Roman  
Empire are clear. A great many of these titles are  
Latin-inspired blurbs vaguely relating to the position it 
denotes. Ok, so this is probably the biggest stretch we 
could make, but c’mon! Something has to give when 
translating Latin into Japanese into English.

We’ll round out our look through the admittedly bare 
shelves of the Gubal Library with a look at some exploits 
of everyone’s favorite pirate and leader of Limsa  
Lominsa, Merlwyb Bloefhiswyn.

“Though there is some debate as to whether or not  
Merlwyb Bloefhiswyn and her League of Lost Bastards 
were the first Eorzeans to discover the western  
continent, there is no denying that their  
navigational charts were instrumental in establishing 
the major trade routes of today. Moreover, the accounts 
from their expedition are widely regarded as both  
informative and entertaining. Of particular note is their 
first encounter with the Mamool Ja, as well as other 
indigenous peoples and creatures which seemed  
curiously intent on their demise. These travel journals 
have since inspired a legion of explorers and treasure 
hunters to retrace the League’s journey. Yet in spite of 
their numbers, the existence of “a bleedin’ city o’ gold” 
remains unconfirmed... “ 
     - Over the Horizon

Not many people played 1.0, but during that time there 
were originally no definite leaders for the city-states. 
Eventually they were added with some backstory;  
however Merlwyb was the only one that felt like she 
came from nowhere to just take over. This text explains 
what she was doing before she won the rights to rule 
the city. With this, her story feels more satisfying next to 
Kan-E-Senna and Raubahn’s more fleshed out histories.

And so our tour through the readable books of the Great 
Gubal Library comes to a close. Perhaps, in the future, 
Square Enix will deem it allowable for more than 4 books 
to be read. A lore nerd can dream, can’t he?
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We all know the world views gamers as 

a certain type of  person. Young, a little 

nerdy, probably overweight, and living 

at home with mom. Right? But what 

happens when the person behind the 

screen IS a mom? What is life like as a 

gamer when you also happen to have 

tiny humans running around? Well 

wonder no more, friends! Here it is! An 

insider peek at life as a gaming mom. 

    Today, I want to introduce myself! 

My name is Karelia. I’m 34 years old, 

and I am a gamer. I have been a gamer 

for, literally, my entire life. My mom 

had to end a D&D game early to go to 

the hospital to give birth to me, and 

KAREBEAR’S CORNER
GAMING MOM KARELIA EMERALDEYES OFFERS INSIGHT AND ADVICE 
ON WHAT IT’S LIKE TO BATTLE MONSTERS IN-GAME AND AT HOME

Artist’s rendering of  what a 
typical day in Karelia’s life is 

really like.. .

I’ve been playing tabletop RPGs ever 

since. Aside from that, I absolutely love 

to play FFXIV! I have previously played 

other MMOs like WoW and FFXI (spent 

8 yrs on that one!) I dabble with console 

games as well, but I wouldn’t consider 

myself  a particularly versatile gamer. 

I’m a fan of  Lego games, and Kingdom 

Hearts is my JAM! I love to try new 

RPG style games, but I rarely finish 

them. FPS makes me angry, and sports 

games should just die in a fire. But I 

digress. 

    There is one thing that no matter 

what game I am playing remains the 

same - I am ALWAYS interrupted. See, 

I have these tiny creatures that run 

around my house and seem to believe 

that just because they came out of  my 

vajayjay a while back, that means I owe 

them shit. Like.. . . food. I know, rude 

right?!  So I actually have 4 of  these 

monsters. One is a 15 year old boy, 

which I imagine will be the subject of  

MANY future posts. I also have a 7 year 

old boy and twin 5 year old girls. All my 

kids are gamers to some degree as well, 

which is a fact I am super proud of. 

The biggest challenge of  being a gamer 

while also being a parent is time ma-
WRITTEN BY: 

KARELIA EMERALDEYES <BSTRD>

L I F E S T Y L E
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“Overflowing toilets, bloody noses, broken 
windows; these kids are little gamer anarchists!” 

- Karelia Emeraldeyes

I am distracted enough not to notice. 

Overflowing toilets, bloody noses, 

broken windows; these kids are little 

gamer anarchists! Every time they get 

quiet enough that I can concentrate and 

really feel like I am getting somewhere 

to be the best Bard I can be. Usually, 

however, it devolves into me wishing I 

was part of  something more substan-

tial like the “good ol’ days” when I was 

a super bad ass healer in FFXI, while 

grinding daily dungeons with friends 

and interrupting conversations on 

teamspeak with the occasional “are you 

fucking SERIOUS!?? STOP wiping your 

boogers on your brother! I don’t care if  

green IS his favorite color, that is NOT 

OKAY!!!!” 

Until next time, my lovelies. 

“Stop wiping your boogers on your brother! 
I don’t care if green IS his favorite color.”

in the game? Yep, you guessed it. THEY 

ARE QUIET!! That is TERRIFYING!!! 

Then I have to AFK, find the little 

shits, and figure out how to keep them 

from giving each other backrubs with 

the vibrator they found while playing 

Hide-N-Seek in mom’s SUPPOSED TO 

BE OFF LIMITS room! Ain’t nobody got 

time for that!! 

    And thus begins the cycle. The road 

to hell is paved with good intentions, 

and I honestly put my all into trying 

nagement. I mean, how in the world 

do you succeed in a game that requires 

hours and hours of  hardcore work to 

max character level and playing ability 

for one, let alone multiple classes? Easy 

answer folks, you don’t.

     You become a goddamned filthy 

casual, and you learn to be ok with 

being mediocre. Oh, I know what you’re 

thinking, why can’t I just dedicate 

certain hours a few nights a week to 

some hardcore raiding? Well let me 

tell you, my kids are assholes. I’m not 

talking the typical “MOOOOOM Chase 

punched me in the back because I stole 

his dinosaur and flushed it down the 

toilet!!!!!” kind of  assholes. I’m talking 

full-on rebellion any time they think 

Looking for any parenting 
advice of your own? Hit me 

up! I’ve got years of experience 
fending off demonspawn while 

slamming Provoke macros! 
I’m your huckleberry!
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How long have you been playing 

FFXIV?

I actually started playing FFXIV when 

it released in 2010, but I ended up 

quitting in December of  that same year.  

I re-subbed in January of  2015 to see if  

it had changed and boooy did it! After 

I came back I got into crafting and have 

been playing ever since.

What effect do you feel your actions 

have on the economy and communi-

ty in Adamantoise? What effect are 

you hoping for?

I think the events I have been hosting 

really bring the community together in 

one place to have a good time. I believe 

that if  players see someone making 

an effort to help bring people together 

I N T E RV I E W <RISE> PRESENTS EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEWS WITH SOME OF 
THE ADAMANTOISE SERVER’S MOST PROMINENT FIGURES

You may have heard about 
the player giveaways across 
Eorzea lately. Who exactly 
is the man behind them? 
Why is he always giving 
away free stuff? Is he 
single? 

We have the answers to 
your questions and more, 
in this behind-the-scenes 
interview with Fatal Flaw; 
the man, the myth, the 
legend.

FATAL FLAW: THE MAN 
BEHIND THE GIVEAWAYS

then it encourages players to join in 

and help, and that is what I stand for!

Most people are greedy with their 

Gil, what made you want to give 

yours away?

Well Luna, I make a lot of  money, and 

I just wanted to share it with those less 

fortunate to do what I can. If  I can put 

a smile on players’ faces then it brings 

me joy to know that I am helping out 

not just other players, but myself  as 

well. To me, there is no point in having 

all this money if  you don’t have anyone 

to share it with!

Is there anyone who you can attribu-

te your success to, or who has been a 

role model for you in your ventures?

WRITTEN BY: 

LUNA SNOWFOX <RISE>
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The two key components 
of  any successful event: 

nudity and moogles!

He may be small, but 
this tiny little merchant 

prince has a big heart and 
deep pockets!

Herzaleid Powerstone is a really good 

friend of  mine, and he’s the one who 

helped me craft the items/gear for the 

events; he even helped come up with 

some of  the fun games that players 

would partake in for amazing rewards. 

I would not have been able to do my 

events without his help.

What is the most valuable or rare 

item you’ve ever given away?

The most valuable item I have given 

away would be an i220 Eikon Ring of  

Slaying. I figured that many players 

look forward to gearing the left side of  

their toon first, so I thought that may-

be players would like an accessory. 

How do you feel about the greedy 

people who try to take advantage of 

your generosity?

Excellent question Luna. There are 

those who appreciate my generosity, 

and those who take advantage of  it. I 

don’t like when people think that just 

because I have a lot of  money that I’m 

just going to craft what they want for 

free all the time. I will not have my 

kindness and generosity taken for 

granted. I’m a nice guy, and I like to 

give people the benefit of  the doubt, so 

I would hope that everyone I’m going 

out of  my way to help will show me the 

same respect.

Do you have any tips or tricks for 

people looking to earn more Gil?

Gathering and crafting are the most 

efficient ways to make Gil. Low-level 

gathering won’t make you much, but 

it progresses quickly once you reach 

higher levels. Crafting is my #1 way 

to earn Gil in this game. If  you’re new 

to crafting, I recommend levelling all 

crafting classes to 25 by crafting and 

quicksynthing, and then find a high-le-

vel crafter willing to power-level you by 

crafting HQ leve turn-in items for you, 

as HQ items get you double xp. Then 

you’ll be on your way to making Gil in 

no time!

All the ladies want to know, is there 

a Miss Fatal Flaw out there?

There was actually a Miss Fatal Flaw. 

We met in a crafting Linkshell and 

spoke a lot about crafting and other 

casual topics. I asked her to be my belo-

ved Miqo’te, and she said yes. It wasn’t 

all happy ever after though. Things 

were said in the crafting Linkshell and 

people left, including my wife. I tried to 

contact her after that to see what was 

wrong but she never responded, and I 

haven’t heard from her since. So there 

is not a Miss Fatal Flaw, not anymore.

We at RISE thank you for your time 

and for letting us get to know you a 

little better. Thank you for all that 

you do, and continue to do to help 

make Adamantoise the server with 

the strongest and friendliest com-

munity. We truly enjoy having you 

around, and all the fun we get to 

have at your events! Good luck with 

all your future endeavors!

Thank you for having me Luna!
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GLAM -
GLAMS
GLAM -
GLAMS
THE TRUE ENDGAME

GOT A HOT LOOK THAT YOU THINK DESERVES 

TO BE SHOWN OFF IN THE MOOGLE POST? 

EMAIL A SCREENSHOT ALONG WITH A BRIEF 

DESCRIPTION & SHOW US WHAT YOU’VE GOT! 

THEMOOGLEPOST@GMAIL.COM
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ARMED & 
DANGEROUS

Looking good in-game can be hard 
work, but if you’re a MCH who enjoys 
PVP then SE has made it easy! 

A cartoonishly large revolver and a stun-
ning Aiming chestpiece (both PVP items) 
form the foundation of Chiktikka’s super 
hot MCH glamour. Midan goggles and 
boots complete the look.

If you want to wear gloves, the Midan 
ones match nicely. If you prefer a little 
less thigh, then the Oschon’s Sollerets of 
Aiming are great, taller alternative.
(see bottom left)

Head: Midan Goggles of Aiming

Chest: Oschon’s Mail of Aiming

Gloves: Emperor’s New Gloves

Legs: Hempen Pantalettes

Boots: Midan Boots of Aiming

Weapon: Revolver of the Wanderer

Chiktikka Fastpaws redefines “smoking hot” in her MCH PVP gear.

G L A M O U R
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-New Glamour Items-
G L A M O U R

Marina
Amrita

Karelia
Emeraldeyes

Landrief
Rahl

MOONFIRE HALTER, 
TANGA & HAT

HOUSEMAID ATTIRE BUTLER ATTIRE



Tales of a Postmoogle
To my favorite kupo, 

Hope to write again soon. Say hello to Pukchilla for me!

Your friend,

Puklia Pachu

I  actnally did it, kupo! Thanks to your encouragement and support, I am offcially a Postmoogle! It 
was not very easy, kupo. I remember six months ago- the date of which you were very keen on  
reminding me, kupo- when I enrolled in Postmoogle Academy. I never understood why they called it 
that. You told me it was to make the training sound more offcial. I just f igured Deputy Postmoogle 
wanted a new title. Chancellor Deputy Postmoogle III sounds much more inspiring, don’t you think, 
kupo? I still don’t know who the f irst two Deputies were. Puknie says they probably never existed, but 
why would anyone want to be third if the f irst and second weren’t real, kupo? I tried to ask the deputy 
about it, but he was too busy to listen to my ridiculous questions. I guess I’ll have to do my own research, kupo!

I am a bit worried though, kupo. Graduation is tonight, and all of the available Postmoogle zones have 
already been assigned. Puknie is leaving for Limsa tomorrow, along with Pukmina, Kuplo, and Kupar. 
Everyone else I know is heading to either Gridania or Ul’dah. A few even ended up in Coerthas, kupo! 
Imagine the cold! I bet they didn’t do very well on the exams. When I received my assignment letter, 
it was blank! I asked around, and I’m the only one without a zone. I don’t know why, kupo! I never 
failed a practice delivery, and I studied as hard as I could.  

Maybe I’ ll get to pick my own zone! I still have all the inspiring letters you sent me from last year 
from your travels. I’ ll try to convince the deputy to send me with Puknie. I’ve always wanted to go to 
Limsa. You told me it was very beautiful, and that nothing beats a day of relaxation at Costa del Sol. If 
that doesn’t work, maybe I’ll ask for Ul’dah. I want to meet those green things you called  
”cactuars” and f ind out if they really do wear those silly little monocles and tuxedos. I just hope they 
don’t send me back to Gridania, kupo. The trees are nice, but it’s all the same. You would laugh if you 
were here. When you left, I thought you were crazy, kupo. Why would anyone want to leave the safety 
of the forest to follow the stories of an outsider? I tried to talk you out of it, but you were adamant. Now, 
looking back on all of the pictures you sent me, and the things you have seen, I too want to see the world 
and make new memories, just like you did. I may not be as talented as you, but I can carry letters with 
the best, kupo! 

I do hope my blank assignment was all just one big mistake, kupo. Maybe when graduation is done, 
I’ ll be able to get to the bottom of this terrible injustice. For now, I will wait with un f linching  
diligence, kupo! 

The 
current leader of 
Lux Aeterna on  

Adamantoise, Zac Adustio (or 
Zephyria, depending on the  

affordability of fantasia) is an aspiring  
fiction writer who created and will be  

continuing the Tales of a Postmoogle for each 
future issue of the Moogle Post. Having  
recently graduated from college, she is  

currently working on a website to share her 
own stories with the world. For now,  

however, she can be reached at  
LadyAdustio@gmail.com and loves 

talking fiction with anyone who 
will listen.

Sorry, Kupo!
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